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Notices to the Register

THE HORNETS NEST

Editor's Note.—Owing to a mistake the last part of the Horset's Nest which appeared in Saturday's Tech was not run. It is printed herewith:
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FOWNES GLOVES

WIN FASHION'S RACES

"HANDS DOWN"

The Fall tennis tournament is still unfinished, and in all probability the final match will have to be postponed until the outdoor courts are again in condition next season. This, it may seem, should arouse no especial comment, for this is but the customary situation. For the past few seasons the Spring tournament has been concluded the following Fall, and the Fall tournament the following Spring. This is not in any sense as it should be, and the general state of affairs is no excuse for its existence. "Two wrongs never made a right."

We noticed this procrastination a few inconveniencing and delaying the men who get no further than the preliminary rounds. In the play this Fall this was quite noticeable. It is impossible you have not approved by some one of the Business Board. Have not approved by some one of the Business Board.
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COMMUNICATION.

To the Editor of The Tech:

I am sorry to learn that my criticism of the methods of investing the funds of the Friday Night Entertainment question have not been approved by S. ema P. and N. amed. I would like to know how he could have "innocently" read that poor lonesome "Tech" that passed through one hundred and thirteen (113) actual count round during the lecture in Political Economy! I should think that a "half portion" would be much better than S. P. N.'s small interest, and I don't see how he could have escaped a guilty feeling of robbing from the coffers of "The Tech."
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To the Editor of The Tech:

Finally Cad shut his Schwamb and Morrise with a bang. "Say, Billiken, can't you forget for a while that you were down in New Mexico last summer? This joint is no angel's roost, I'll admit, but that's no reason that because you are a Senior and because you've been around up or I put you in a worse place than New Mexico in about three second.," responded the Hilliken a sner attempt at a laugh. "If you had some of the experiences I've been having lately at this confounded Institution you'd see.

"Oh, I'll acknowledge I'm awfully much off my center, but I've never made a right, so much more time for Swelling hands down"
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